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Abstract

The execution of inter-organization business processes involves the exchange of large amounts of struc-
tured data across distributed and cooperative information systems. Since the quality of those processes
is directly affected by the quality of the data they acquire from other processes, we introduce a model
whereby processes may (i) state their requirements on the types and quality of incoming data (data and
data quality demand), and (ii) advertise the type, quality and the cost of the data they can supply to
other processes (data and data quality offer). Using this model, we formulate the problem of optimizing
the cost of data exchange under quality requirements constraints. This is formalized as an Integer Linear
Programming problem that outputs an optimal matching of data providers to data consumers. We also
show how a quality monitoring service may provide the necessary input to the problem in a realistic
setting.
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1. Introduction

The problem of measuring and improving the quality of information resources is of particular interest
in the area of Cooperative Information Systems (CIS in the following). In previous papers [?, ?, ?], we
have proposed a model for describing both the structure of a cooperative system and its Information
Quality Profiles (IQP). According to this model, every organization that is part of a CIS is described as
a set of processes that transform input information flows into output flows that carry typed information
items. In this way, each organization appears both as an information supplier that provides its own
information offer, and an information consumer that has its own information demand. Additionally, the
IQP associated to a flow defines quality measures along various quality dimensions, both for elementary
data items (eg a salary figure) and for aggregated items (eg the average over a set of salaries) carried
by the flow. By extension, the set of IQPs associated to the set of output flows of a supplier describes
the overall data quality offered by that supplier. Thus, in addition to information demand, we can also
model the information quality demand of a consumer, defined as a set of predicates over the quality of
data items acquired from some supplier. These predicates describe the quality requirements of input
data, which are normally determined by the needs of the data consuming process (this is termed fitness
for use in [?]).

We make a few key assumptions. First, we assume that information has a cost, which is determined in
part by its quality. As we show in a later example, realistic quality requirements do not ask for perfect
information (eg 100% correctness, completeness, etc.), because attaining those levels is often impractical
and expensive. We can offer two informal explanations. First, The typical goal of record linkage tools used
in traditional data cleansing is to perform the largest possible amount of automatic record reconciliation,
under constraints on the max acceptable number of false positives and false negatives. As these systems
leave a set of undecided records for clerical review, we may informally depict the cost curve for the entire
cleansing process has a flat line for the automated portion of data, which then skyrockets for the remaining
manual portion. In this case, a reasonable cost-quality trade-off would limit the quality requirements to
those corresponding to the knee of the curve. The approach described in [?] provides a recent example of
such a cleansing tool. Another reason for sub-optimal requirements is that sometimes processes can deal
with imperfect data. The literature on data quality in OLAP environments is a good source of examples.

We also assume that information is described using the relational model. Specifically, each organization
manages a local relational schema, and the collection of local schemas is integrated into a single global
schema. In this setting, information demand is defined as a query on the global schema, which can
be decomposed into multiple local queries using global-to-local schema mappings. Information quality
demand is also expressed on the global schema, while quality offer and corresponding cost are associated
to the local relations.

In this work, we address the problem of matching information demand to information offer under
quality constraints, minimizing on the cost.

In general, a local schema may contain relation fragments that represent a partial answer to the global
query, and furthermore, those fragments may be offered by different suppliers with different quality
levels and at a different cost. In order to satisfy the entire demand, it is necessary to collect fragments
from multiple local schemas, possibly selecting among equivalent fragments with different quality and
cost, in such a way that the quality requirements on the resulting whole are satisfied. Our technical
approach consists of two steps. First, a query decomposition algorithm selects feasible fragments from
the local relations, given a global query. Then, we formulate an Integer Linear Programming optimization
problem that uses the selected fragments and produces a cost-optimal bag of fragments that satisfy the
entire demand.

Although solving this problem is equivalent to solving its dual, namely maximizing on the quality at
a fixed cost, we adopt a process-centric perspective in which minimal quality requirements driven by the
organizations’ processes determine the constraints.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A discussion of related work is presented in the next
Section. In Section ??, we provide formal definitions both for Information Demand and Offer, as well
as for the Quality Model, and introduce our running example for a specific information demand and
offer scenario. We also address how the quality features associated to attributes and relations may be
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predicted from a time series of historical quality values observed in the course of a quality monitoring
process. In Section ?? we present the main problem formulation. We address limitations of this work
and open research issues in Section ??.

2. Related work

The relation fragments that each information supplier contributes to the overall demand, correspond to
horizontal fragments in standard distributed query processing. The problem of computing local fragments
that contribute to the result set of a global query has been studied extensively in the literature. A general
survey can be found in [?], where different algorithm and cost estimation models are presented, especially
for optimization of processing, I/O and communication costs of distributed queries in homogeneous
distributed data bases, both replicated and non replicated. Query processing in heterogeneous databases
environments is surveyed in [?], where theoretical issues and algorithms are discussed both for the Global-
As-View and the Local-As-View models [?]. The Bucket algorithm for query answering with materialized
views, described in [?], is specifically relevant to our problem of computing local fragments that contribute
to a global query.

Economic models for distributed query processing are provided in [?] for client server systems, where
servers bid to execute parts of queries, and in [?] where a class of problems is discussed in which a function
over a set of inputs is computed, where each input has an associated price. Also, a survey of several
economic models can be found in [?]. Literature on economic aspects specifically related to Data Quality
is not wide-spread. We mention two papers by Ballou[?], [?]. In [?], the economic relevance of data
quality is taken into account and ongoing measurement of the quality of data produced and delivered
to customers is established, in order to create a Total Quality Management System for data. In [?], the
trade-off between the data quality level and the cost incurred in achieving it are investig ated, and an
Integer Linear Programming (ILP) problem is formulated that allows to define quality-improving projects
that target specific data sets while maximizing the Information Utility.

In our paper, we investigate the aspect of procurement of data with a given quality level at minimum
cost. To the best of our knowledge, the optimization cost model proposed here has not been previously
addressed in the literature. However, Naumann [?] presents an extension of a traditional algorithm for
distributed query planning over heterogeneous sources, that adopts a mediator approach to integration
and takes into account data quality features associated to local individual data items. Given a global
query, the algorithm computes all semantically correct query plans on the local schemas, and then ranks
those plans according to the estimated quality of the returned data, selecting the top-N plans for ex-
ecution. In particular, quality estimation for a join relation is computed from the quality of the join
operands. Our approach differs from Naumann’s in that instead of producing multiple query plans, our
algorithm identifies individual feasible fragments from the local relations, and then computes an optimal
choice of those fragments using ILP.

The ILP approach itself takes inspiration from the mathematical model underlying the Facility Lo-
cation Problem (see [?]). Note however, that information differs from physical commodities in that the
”overlapping” of their sources represents an opportunity for creating a marketplace by diversifying offer
(eg by cost and quality), rather than a potential for wasting resources.

3. Definitions

3.1. CIS Data Model

We model the structure of a CIS as a collection of organizations whose processes are able to exchange
relational data among each other through information flows (Figure ??).

To model data exchange, we assume that each organization manages a local relational schema, and
that the collection of all local schemas has been integrated into a single global schema. The global schema
represents the overall information content that suppliers offer to the consumers. Information flows carry
relations that are the result of queries on the local schemas. A flow is determined by a data supplier and
a data consumer process, plus the schema for the data carried by the flow.
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Figure 1: Simplified CIS Model

Note that, in principle, this simple model may yield as many different flows as there are potential
queries. In practice, however, the queries are defined by the system processes managed by each organi-
zation, which in many real business environments are stable over time, resulting in a limited number of
pre-defined flows. In fact, one can envision an implementation model for the CIS in which organizations
define stable service interfaces through which data of known types are exchanged. Such model has been
adopted by the Italian Public Administration, to provide a number of e-Government services.

We model the relationship between global and local schemas by providing mappings for entities in the
global schema into entities in each of the local schemas, in such a way that global queries posted against
the global schema can be translated into a set of queries, each addressing one of the local schemas, using
the mappings provided [?]. Formally, we are given a Global Schema:
GS = {R1(A11, . . . , A1n1

), . . . , Rk(Ak1, . . . , Aknk
)}

a set LS1, . . . , LSN of N local schemas:
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)}
and a set of mappings from the global to the local schemas. Each mapping is an expression of relational

algebra, that defines one relation R
(j)
i of LSj in terms of relations of GS. In the following, we adopt a

schema-prefixed notation for local relation schemas, i.e, we are going to write LSj.Ri to indicate relation

R
(j)
i in local schema LSj.

In our running example, for simplicity we are going to consider a global schema consisting of a single
relation, called Resident, three local schemas and the mapping from the global to the local schemas. The
example concerns records of the resident population of the Italian Region Lazio, comprising the three
provinces of Rome, Latina and Rieti1.

Note that the point of the example is not to show distributed query planning, but rather, to illustrate
the selection of suitable relational fragments from each of the local schemas, without the use of joins.

GS consists of the single relation:
R = GS.Resident(SSN, Name, Address, Province, Region, WS, EI)2.

The three local schemas are defined as follows:
Local schema LS1:

LS1.Resident(SSN,Name, Address, Province, R, EI)

This relation contains all and only the residents of the provinces of Rome and Rieti, and its schema
contains a subset of the attributes in GS.Resident. Therefore, the mapping view from GS into LS1 is
simply:

LS1.Resident = πSSN,Name,Address,Province,Region,EI

(σProvince=”Rome”orProvince=”Rieti”(GS.Resident))

Local schema LS2 for the provinces of Latina and, again, Rieti:
LS2.Resident(SSN, Name, Address, Province, Region, WS)

The mapping view from GS into LS2 is the following:
LS2.Resident = πSSN,Name,Address,Province,Region

(σProvince=”Latina”orProvince=”Rieti”(GS.Resident))

1In the Italian administrative legislation, Regions are partitioned into Provinces. Furthermore, we are simplifying for

the sake of understanding. Lazio really has four provinces, not three.
2SSN is the Social Security Number, WS stands for ”working status” and can be either ”working” or ”retired”, and EI

is the Estimated Income.
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Finally, local schema LS3:
LS3.Resident(SSN,Name, Address, Province, EI).

This relation contains all and only the residents of Region Lazio. Therefore, the mapping view from GS
into LS3 is the following:

LS3.Resident = πSSN,Name,Address,Region,EI(σRegion=”Lazio”(GS.Resident))

We also note that the following inter-schema properties, i.e., additional semantic rules regarding the
mappings, are defined:

Province = ’Rome’ ⇒ Region = ’Lazio’

Province = ’Latina’ ⇒ Region = ’Lazio’

Province = ’Rieti’ ⇒ Region = ’Lazio’

Province 6= ’Latina’ and Province 6= ’Roma’ and Province 6= ’Rieti’⇒ Region 6= ’Lazio’

These rules allow us to derive the following containment relationships among local schema relations:
πSSN,Name,Address,Province,Region(LS1.Resident) ⊆

πSSN,Name,Address,Province,Region(LS3.Resident),

πSSN,Name,Address,Province,Region(LS2.Resident) ⊆

πSSN,Name,Address,Province,Region(LS3.Resident),

πSSN,Name,Address,Province,Region(LS1.Resident) ∪

πSSN,Name,Address,Province,Region(LS2.Resident) =

πSSN,Name,Address,Province,Region(LS3.Resident).

3.2. Information offer and demand

Information demand is simply defined as any query on the global schema. In our proposal, a global query
is handled by a Global Query Processor (GQP for short), which translates it into a set of local queries,
plus one relational algebra expression defined on the results sets returned by each local query, such that
the relation resulting from the evaluation of the expression is a valid result for the global query. The GQP
uses the global-to-local mappings to determine the local queries. We illustrate this informally, through
the following example global query Q: find the SSN, Name and Address of all residents of Rieti and Latina:

Q: πSSN,Name,Address(σprovince=”Latina”orprovince=”Rieti”}(GS.Resident))

Q admits multiple decompositions of Q into local queries. According to standard distributed database
theory, a horizontal relational fragment is the result of selection operations on base relations of a local
schema LS, of the form V = σC(R(A)) where C is a condition on the values of attributes in A (for
simplicity, we only consider single-attribute conditions). Furthermore, an elementary fragment (EF) is a
horizontal fragment in which the attributes mentioned in condition C are restricted to a subset of those
appearing in the demand query condition. Intuitively, in our optimization problem, we first compute a
set of candidate elementary fragments, possibly from different providers, and then select a subset of those
fragments whose union yields a complete result set with minimal cost.

In our example, ERs represent residents of each of our three provinces, plus the combination ”Rome”
and ”Rieti”. We see that the following contributions are available:
For schema LS1:
LS1.EF1 = πSSN,Name,Address(σProvince=”Rieti”(LS1.Resident))

(note that Latina cannot be offered)
For schema LS2:
LS2.EF1 = πSSN,Name,Address(σProvince=”Latina”(LS2.Resident)),
LS2.EF2 = πSSN,Name,Address(σProvince=”Rieti”(LS2.Resident)),

For schema LS3:
LS3.EF1 = πSSN,Name,Address(σProvince=”Latina”(LS3.Resident))

LS3.EF2 = πSSN,Name,Address(σProvince=”Rieti”(LS3.Resident))
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The complete result relation R may now be obtained in a number of different ways:
R = LS3.EF1 ∪ LS3.EF2

R = LS1.EF1 ∪ LS2.EF1

R = LS3.EF1 ∪ LS2.EF2

R = LS2.EF2 ∪ LS3.EF1

and more.

In the rest of this paper, we are going to refer to this decomposition into elementary RFs.

3.3. CIS Quality Model and Quality Monitoring

As defined in the previous section, RFs represent the basic units of information offered by a supplier
organization O in response to a specific demand. We now want to characterize their quality features,
so that information consumers may define quality requirements along with their queries. Then, we are
going to show how the quality of the information provided in response to a global query, can be computed
in a bottom-up fashion from the elementary quality features associated to the RFs that are part of the
complete result. This will lead us to our core problem, namely finding cost-optimal flows that connect
suppliers with consumers under data quality constraints.

Extending the simple CIS data model introduced earlier along the temporal dimension, we can think
of an information flow as a temporal sequence of RFs, each having a timestamp. We call each instance of
RFs returned by a local query a data event. It is important to note that the same set of records contained
in a EF, generated at different times (possibly, by the same query), are different data events.

For example, given a schema R(Address), an instance of Address would be the set of all addresses of a
certain population, that is sent by process p1 to process p2 at time ti. If the same data set is sent again
at a later time, according to our definition it originates a new data event. Thus, a data event is uniquely
identified by its timestamp. Also, note that the same EF is represented by different data events when it
is carried by different flows.

Our approach to computing quality features is to associate quality features to data events, much in the
same way as quality is measured for individual product units coming out of a manufacturing production
process. In the case of information, the same EF may exhibit different quality at different times because
of changes in the production process, or in the input data, or in the characteristics of the data storage
used to maintain it. The idea is then to collect time series of quality features for individual data events,
and to use the historical data to predict the expected quality of the next data event. This is the quality
that we are going to use to match consumer requirements.

We start from the widely adopted definitions of multiple quality dimensions [?, ?], and assume that
the observations are limited to a well-defined set of such objective dimensions3, for instance syntactic
and semantic data correctness, data obsolescence, and data completeness. A generic data event de is a
relation of the form r(a1, . . . , an). To each attribute ai we associate a quality vector qual(ai) = qi of size
m, with one element qij for each representative quality dimension.

In a previous work [?] we have provided further details on the quality models. In the same paper, we
have shown how quality vectors carrying actual quality measurements can be associated to data events
in practical situations, and how they can be collected into a quality monitoring data mart. For each EF,
the data mart contains the quality vectors for each data event in which that EF has been observed over
an information flow. We have also shown how the multidimensional data model chosen for the data mart
can be used in an OLAP environment to compute various aggregations over the historical time series of
the quality vectors. For instance, one may query the model to find the average correctness of any EF
produced by organization O within a given time window, or to determine the minimum currency values
for all Address attributes produced across any organization. This work is extended and applied here to
the problem of matching quality offer, and demand, as explained in the next section.

3Objective dimensions are those for which the measure does not depend on the information customer’s perspective, as

it would eg for ”understandability”.
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3.4. Information Quality offer and demand

To each individual attribute Ai of a local base relation schema we associate a vector qi ∈ ℜk of quality
features, where k is the (fixed) number of the quality dimensions of interest for the cooperative system.
The quality vector associated to each attribute that appears in a EF is simply the quality vector from
the same attribute in the corresponding base relation. The quality features associated to the entire query
result are computed as a suitable aggregation function, eg by taking the average values for each quality
dimension, on the quality features carried by the corresponding attributes of the composing RFs. Thus,
the quality vector associated to a result set that is the union of n EF horizontal fragments, is obtained
as the average of the quality vectors, element by element, of each EF in the union.

Note that, in order to keep the mapping simple, we have avoided RFs that result from the join of
multiple local relations. While this has no impact on the problem formulation or the optimization model,
it does affect the post-processing of the result. In this work, we are not going to investigate the use of
joins in the model.

The choice of aggregation by averaging is only a simple illustrative example that is chosen as represen-
tative of a class of non-monotonic aggregation functions. Non-monotonicity is important in our approach
because, as described later, it prevents the optimization algorithm from filtering out low-quality frag-
ments. Although these fragments, when taken individually, do not satisfy the quality requirements, they
may very well participate in a feasible solution once averaged with higher quality fragments. Note that
individual quality vectors can be combined in more sophisticated ways, i.e., using quality merging func-
tions as suggested in [?]. The issue of quality merging operators, however, is beyond the scope of this
paper.

In addition to the quality vectors, an organization also associates a cost to each EF, which can be
thought of as a ”market value” attached by the supplier to the information fragment.

With this setup, we may better state the notions of offer and demand for information supplier and
consumer organizations. Each organization (corresponding to each of the three local schemas in our
example) may act either as a supplier of RFs and/or as a consumer of query results. Consumers state
their demand as a pair of the form (Q, [q̂1, . . . , q̂l]), where Q is a relational algebra expression on the
global schema GS, with projection attributes D = {d1, . . . , dl}, and each q̂i is a constant associated to
di ∈ D. Symmetrically, EF suppliers offer tuples of the form (EFi, qi, pi). The quality offer qi for EFi is
given by the set of quality vectors, one for each attribute, associated to EFi, and pi is the cost of offering
the EF to a consumer.

An atomic quality requirement is an inequality expression at the individual attribute level, of the form
q̂i ≥ qi, on the requested q̂i and offered qi quality vectors, respectively. Vector inequality is defined as
the conjunction on the pairwise inequalities for each vector element, that is, separately on each quality
dimension used in the Quality model. A quality requirement for the entire demand is the conjunction on
the l atomic requirements.

4. Minimal Cost Supplying Problem Formulation

We now formulate the problem we are going to solve. Given demand (Q, [q̂1, . . . , q̂l]), quality features qi

on the local schemas attributes, a set of RFs (horizontal fragments) whose union includes the complete
result set, and a cost associated to those RFs, find the cost-optimal complete result set consisting of a
subset of those RFs, that satisfy all quality requirements. Note that different RFs may belong to different
supplier organizations. We call this the minimum cost supplying problem, or MCS for short.

The algorithm for solving MCS consists of two phases, informally sketched as follows. The main
assumption is that quality demand can be satisfied by buying fragments from different providers, when
this leads to lower costs. Hence, in the first phase, a set of local RFs and associated price tag and
expected-quality vector is produced. Specifically, the global query processor identifies the elementary
RFs that may contribute to the result of the global demand query, and local organizations are required to
associate the price tag to each fragment they are willing to supply. Computing the elementary fragments
can be accomplished using algorithms presented in [?]. The expected-quality vectors for each attribute
in each of the fragments are computed by querying the quality monitoring data cube.
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In the second phase, these RFs are used as input to formulate an Integer Linear Programming problem.
Solving the ILP for minimal cost yields the best matching offer for the demand.

We illustrate the algorithm on our running example. Consider query Q above, with projected attributes
GS.SSN, GS.Name, GS.Address. The consumer organization associates three quality requirement vectors
q̂SSN , q̂Name, q̂Address to these attributes. As we have noted in Section ??, Q may be computed as the
union of various combinations of elementary RFs. Since quality requirements expressed on individual
attributes are oblivious of fragments, we must now map those requirements onto the possible fragments
combinations. In our example, take for instance the union R = LS1.EF1 ∪ LS2.EF1, and requirement:

qGS.Resident.SSN ≥ q̂SSN .
Given quality vectors qLS3.Resident.SSN and qLS2.Resident.SSN , the actual requirement can be expressed
using a simple average function:

q̂SSN ≥ avg(qLS1.Resident.SSN , qLS3.Resident.SSN )
where the average is taken element-wise on the vectors4. Similarly, we combine quality vectors for each
of the other attributes in the demand.

In the rest of this section, we formalize the second phase of MCS. Observe that, w.l.o.g, to have
the global optimal solution we can solve many single optimization problems, one for each consumer,
since the EF’s are unlimited resources and hence the optimum for one consumer does not affect the op-
timum for the others. Therefore, our formulation is limited to the one-consumer, many-suppliers scenario.

Let O1, . . . , On be supplier organizations, and for a given demand Q, let S1 = {EF1, . . . , EFs1
}, S2 =

{EFs1+1, . . . , EFs1+s2
}, ... be the set of their candidate elementary RFs identified in the first phase.

Recalling our earlier informal definition, a EF is a view on single relations of a local schema. For
convenience, we now label the attributes in each view as ci, and w.l.o.g. we index those attributes
consecutively. Thus, EF are relations of the form:

EF1 = {c1, . . . , cu1
}, EF2 = {cu1+1, . . . , cu1+u2

} etc.
In our previous example, we would have c1 = LS1.Resident.SSN, c2 = LS1.Resident.Name, and so
forth. Let C = {ci, i = 1, . . . , m} denote the entire set of such attributes. For each ci, the vector qi of the
supplied quality levels for the different quality dimensions, and the associated cost pi are given.

On the consumer side, let R = (d1, . . . , dl) be the schema for the relation returned by a query, with
D = {d1, . . . , dl} ⊆ C.

For each attribute di, the consumer states a quality requirement q̂i, that is the minimum level of quality
desired, for each value of that attribute and for each dimension. Regarding the result set for a query, we
may have the following situations:

• one or more suppliers can fulfill the query and produce the entire result set, for each di, with the
required quality level;

• no single supplier can fulfill the query, and hence the complete result set for a di can only be
obtained using multiple horizontal fragments of di;

• at least one supplier fulfills the query, and additionally, other suppliers supply horizontal fragments
for the attribute values.

As noted earlier, in the second and third scenarios, the overall value of quality dimension j for attribute
di is computed as the mean value of quality values over all horizontal result fragments, possibly weighted
by the cardinality of the fragments.

We formulate MCS as an Integer Linear Programming problem, using a bipartite graph to represent
the information offer and demand scenario.

Let G = (V, W, E) be a bipartite graph, where W = W1 ∪ W2 and E = E1 ∪ E2. V nodes represent
the consumer side, while W nodes represent available fragments. As we will see later, W1 = {wi} is the
set of vertices that represent fragments provided by suppliers, W2 = {w̄j}, is the set of vertices that are
associated to the attributes in C, E1 (E2) is the set of edges connecting W1 (W2) with V .

4Alternatively, we may weight the average using the relative cardinalities of each of the fragments. We are not going to

discuss the pros and cons of this alternative in this work.
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Let l be the number of elementary fragments found by the GQP (i.e., 5 in our example). Note that
not all fragments can be combined to produce a complete result; in our example, it makes no sense to
take the union of two Rieti fragments (by construction, each such fragment contains all the required
residents of that town). Thus, node matching must take into account the types of the fragments, let them
be FT = {ft1, . . . , f tm}. We recall that this information comes from phase I and from the QGP.

For each dk ∈ D and fragment type fth ∈ FT , we introduce node vkh ∈ V , corresponding to one
attribute and one fragment type for that attribute. In the example, we have two nodes for dk = SSN,
namely vk1 for "SSN / Rieti" and vk2 for "SSN / Latina".

W1 = {wi} is the set of vertices that represent fragments provided by suppliers, where wi is associated
to a whole fragment EFi, and W2 = {w̄j}, where each vertex w̄j is associated to the cj-th attribute in C.

To each vertex vkh is associated the quality requirement vector q̂k associated to attribute dk, while
vector qj of offered quality is associated to each vertex w̄j .

Note that, on the supplier side, there is one vertex for each fragment of each requested attribute
that can produced, and in particular, if attribute di can be offered by multiple suppliers, then multiple
attribute nodes appear in W2, one for each supplier.

Edge (vkh, wi) ∈ E1 iff organization Oi supplies a fragment EFi with attribute dk, and EFi is of
fragment type h. Edge {vkh, w̄j} ∈ E2 iff the attribute cj of the supplied fragment EFi coincides with
dk, and EFi is of fragment type h.

Finally, to each vertex wi ∈ W1 the cost pi that Oi requires to supply EFi is associated.
Given the graph G = (V, W, E) the MCS problem is formulated as a ILP problem, associating one

binary variable xi to each vertex wi ∈ W1 that is equal to 1 if the associated fragment EFi is sent to O,
and 0 otherwise. Moreover, a variable yj is associated to each vertex w̄j ∈ W2, that is equal to 1 if the
corresponding attribute is chosen. The problem can be formulated as follows. Let |V | = l |W1| = n and
|W2| = m.

min z =

n∑

i=1

pi × xi

subject to the following constraints:

yj ≤ xi ∀cj ∈ EFi (1)

∑

j:(vkh,w̄j)∈E2

yj = 1 ∀vkh ∈ V (2)

∑

j:(vkh,w̄j)∈E2,∀h:fth∈dk

qjyj ≥ q̂k ×
∑

j:(vkh,w̄j)∈E2,∀h:fth∈dk

yj (3)

xi ∈ {0, 1} (4)

yj ∈ {0, 1} (5)

Constraint (??) means that if an attribute from a EF is chosen, then the entire EF is chosen.
Constraint (??) says that each fragment request must be satisfied by exactly one supplied attribute

Constraint (??) means that if the instance of a required attribute can be obtained as a merge of horizontal
fragments of the instance itself, provided by different suppliers, then the overall quality of the merge
is given by the (possibly weighted) medium value of the horizontal fragments’ qualities, where Ft is
the number of suppliers that provide the horizontal fragments. Observe that constraint (??) must be
replicated for each quality dimension.

To illustrate, in Figure ?? the bipartite graph for our running example is shown, with respect to the
SSN attribute, and a subset of the constraints of our ILP formulation is shown. In particular, constraints
2 and 3 are shown only for the fragment of Rieti, and the quality constraint is written only for one
dimension.
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Figure 2: Construction of the bipartite graph for the running example

Observe that the problem is NP-hard as the underlying location problem is NP-hard and constraint
(??) has a similar role to that one played by capacity constraints in the capacitated location problem.
However the size of real cases is usually such that a branch and bound algorithm can solve them in
reasonable time.

5. Further work

In this paper, we have proposed an integer linear formulation to solve a problem of cost-optimal provi-
sioning of information in a cooperative environment, with required quality features.

The model does not address a number of issues that are the subject of our current research:

1. Quality propagation. The improvement of information quality in input to the consumers has an im-
pact on the information quality in output, resulting in a progressive improvement of the information
assets for each participating organization;

2. Algebra of quality. Fragments requested by consumers can be obtained as a function of elemen-
tary fragments of the suppliers, according to a given relational expressions. The quality of the
resulting fragment is obtained by composing the quality of elementary fragments. In this paper,
we restrict our attention to the composition of elementary horizontal fragments, that is, we only
admit relational expressions that contain selections, projections and unions among fragments, and
compute the resulting quality by simply averaging on the quality of the fragments. In order to
handle more general cases, namely the use of joins and more sophisticated quality composition, we
need to develop an algebra for quality composition;

3. A general cost model. The cost model used in this paper assumes a fixed cost for an information
fragment with a given quality, independently of the number of requesting organizations. Two more
general cost models should be investigated. In the first, we assume that individual organizations may
partner with each other in order to aggregate their demand and thus obtain a ”volume discount”
on cost. In the second, the cost is a function of offered quality.

These three issues introduce different kinds of inter-dependencies among consumers, and create a
feedback loop between consumers and suppliers. We are currently investigating alternative mathematical
models, such as game theory, to handle the more general problem.
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